“Culture” and its Discontents in Early Modern Iberian Studies

Friday, May 27

10:00 am - 12:00 pm PST

Implied Geographies: Language as Culture in Viceregal Peru and Early Modern Spain, Leonardo Velloso-Lyons, Stanford University

Between Knowing & Reporting: Jesuits in Estado da India in the Sixteenth Century, Shruti Rajgopal, University College Cork

Failed Antiquity in La Florida, Nicole T. Hughes, Stanford University

1:30 - 2:45 pm PST

Collation and Persuasion: Knowledge Making in fray Bernardino de Sahagún’s Nahua Scriptorium, David H. Colmenares, Boston University

“Going Native”: On Cultural Particularity and Cultural Reductionism, Alexandra Cook, Columbia University

3:00 pm PST Response by Federico Navarrete Linares, UNAM (Universidad Nacional Autónoma de México)

Zoom: https://stanford.zoom.us/j/99944682720?pwd=RkxaG8vQzZ3YHRLOFFYNYvY2FvQT09
Passcode: 685043

More info: nthughes@stanford.edu
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